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e-INVARIANTS AND FINITE COVERS. II

LARRY SMITH

Abstract. Let M { M be a finite covering of closed framed manifolds. By

the Pontrijagin-Thom construction both M and M define elements in the

stable homotopy ring of spheres ns, . Associated to M and M are their e-

invariants ei_{M), ei(M) 6 Q/Z. If N I N is a finite covering of closed

oriented manifolds, then there is a related invariant IA{N J. Ñ) £ <Q of the

diffeomorphism class of the covering. In a previous paper we examined the

relation between these invariants. We reduced the determination of e¡_(M) -

pei(M), as well as I^N i N), for a p-fold cover, to the evaluation of certain

sums of roots of unity. In this sequel we show how the invariant theory of the

cyclic group Z/p may be used to evaluate these rums. For example we obtain

^ (l + CHi + r1)     (p-iKp-2)

¿-  (1-0(1-f-1) 3
»I

which may be used to determine the value of IA in degrees congruent to 3

mod 2{p - 1) for odd primes p .

1. Background and description of the problem

Let (M l M, <I>) be a finite covering of closed framed manifolds. The

framing <P of M induces a compatible framing Ô of M. The framed mani-

folds (M, Ô) and (M, <P) define elements [M, Ö] and [M, O] in the framed
bordism ring [12] £2£r. By the Pontrjagin-Thom construction [12] £2^r is iso-

morphic to the stable homotopy ring of spheres ni. Associated to [M, <P] and

[M, <P] are their e-invariants [1], [8] eL(M), eL(M) £ Q/Z. The invariant eL
is essentially the odd primary part of the complex e-invariant ec introduced
by J. F. Adams [1]. See [8] for the precise definition and relationships.

Contrary to expectation the invariant e¿ (and also ec) do not behave mul-
tiplicatively, i.e. it is not in general true that

eL(M, Ô) = deL(M, <P)

where d is the number of sheets of the covering. In [8] we studied the difference

eA(MlM,Q) = eL(M,è)-deL(M,<ï>),

which for regular p-fold coverings defines a homomorphism

_ eA: Cl[T(BZ/p) s ni(BZ/p) -+ Q/Z,
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5010 LARRY SMITH

where £2£r(       ) denotes the framed bordism homology functor.

Let p be an odd prime. For a regular p-fold covering of closed oriented odd

dimensional manifolds N J. N there is the invariant IA(Ñ J. N) £ Q defined as

follows. Choose an integer k such that k[Ñ I N] = 0 £ £2f°(5Z/p). This is

always possible since in odd dimensions all classes are torsion [4]. Let W [W

be a null bordism of Ñ | N so that d(W { W) — k(Ñ j N) for some positive
integer k and set

IA(Ñ | N) = ^-(lndex(W) - p ■ lndex(W)).

The rational number so defined is independent of the choices made and defines

a diffeomorphism invariant of Ñ | N which vanishes if the dimension is not

congruent to -1 mod 4 (see [8]). The residue class IA(Ñ I N) £ Q/Z is an

invariant of the bordism class [Ñ | N] £ Ql°(BZ/p).
The invariants eA and IA are related by the commutative triangle

CllT(BZ/p)---*-Q2°(ÄZ/p)

where h is the Hurewicz map, as was shown in [8, Theorem 5].

The structure of £2f°(.BZ/p) was determined by Conner and Floyd [4] who
described several sets of generators and relations for £2»°(2?Z/p) as module
over £2f° . To understand the behavior of IA , and therefore eA, it suffices to
evaluate IA on one of the standard sets of generators. We choose to do this
by applying the Atiyah-Bott fixed point theorem to certain actions of Z/p on
products of projective spaces. This was described in [8] and leads to the need
to evaluate an expression of the form

W ¿L  II m _ i) '
í€Z/p jmi

where Z/p has been identified with the multiplicative group of complex pth
roots of unity. The idea for evaluating expressions of this form is one I learned
from the papers of L. Solomon [10] and R. P. Stanley [11]. In particular,
in reworking Stanley's example [11, §5, Example 1] for [9, §4.2, Example 2]

I realized that I had seen these types of numbers before. In writing up the
theorem of Molien-Solomon for Chapter 9 of [9] I remembered where. The
result is this manuscript, the sequel to [8].

The advent of computer algebra programs' makes the evaluation of formulas

such as (*) feasible, and so perhaps the explicit formula

(l + CXi + C-1)    (p-iXp-2)
. (i-, (l-C)d-C-1)

'The FORTRAN program I wrote in 1973 was not up to the task of evaluating the following

formula for p > 11.
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is not all that exciting. While this may be true, the method used here to obtain

this result is of considerable value. It explains why, for example, Brieskorn [3]
was able to obtain a combinatorial formula for the signature of the affine variety

Va = {(zo, ... , zn)\ z$ + ■■■ + zan" = 1}

whereas Zagier, [13, p. 232, formula (3)], obtains an analytic one. In both
cases something is being counted, and the correct interpretation of what is being

counted makes the equivalence of such formulas transparent. Thus the thrust
of this note is not the result, but the method.

The Atiyah-Bott fixed point theorem yields expressions such as the one above

when studying the defect of a Z/p-action at a fixed point (see [7] and [13] and
the references there).

Defect sums are defined by

def(p; *,,...,«„)= g^(Ca|_1)„.(Ca„_1)

p-\

or equivalently

def(p;ûl,...,a„)=gcot(^)...cot(^)

where i = v^î. In [7] and [13] Hirzebruch and Zagier analyze such cotangent

sums and show that they may be evaluated by means of combinatorial formulas.
From the point of view of invariant theory such combinatorial formulas become

clear. Namely, one has two ways to compute the Poincaré series of the ring of
invariants of a finite group. First one can use the theorem of Molien (or in
our case Molien-Solomon) which for a cyclic group yields a defect-like sum.

Secondly, again when the group is cyclic, the group action on the algebra of
polynomials or differential forms sends monomials to monomials. Hence there
is a set of congruences that must be fullfilled by the exponents of invariant
monomials. Counting the number of solutions to such congruences gives an
alternate, combinatorial formula, for the coefficients in the Poincaré series.

It is hoped that this note explains the invariant theoretic viewpoint for eval-
uating sums such as defect sums in an adequate manner. Section 2 describes
the generators of £2f°(5Z/p) that we find convenient. In the third section we
describe how invariant theory leads to a combinatorial formula for

A2,nip)= £ Umz
(C+!)(£-''+l)
(C- i)(C-,'-i)

(or any other defect-like sum) and in section 4 we evaluate this sum for 2m = 3
mod 2(p - 1). This is the only really new result here. However the methods

used in this note are applicable to other problems arising from [7], [13], and [8]
such as the determination of the index of the complex p-drics, that is of the
complex manifold

Q„(p) = {[z]£CP(n+l)\zp + zp + --- + zp+l=0}

of real dimension 2n (see for example [5], [6], [7]).
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2. APPLICATION OF THE ATIYAH-BOTT FIXED POINT THEOREM

TO THE PROBLEM

Let us begin by describing the generators of £2»°(5Z/p) that we find conve-
nient for our purposes. (N. B. These differ slightly from the generators used in

[8].) Let X = exp(27ri/p) and introduce the matrices Tn £ GL(n, C) by:

Case: n = 2m.

-x    0    .     0
0   A2     0    .     0

T2m -    0
0

0

Case: n = 2m + 1.
-X     0

0    X2

0
x~m

0
0

o   x-

£ GL(2m, C).

T2m+1

0     .

0    xm     0
...    0   xm+x    0

.    0    x~m

0
0

0
0
0

€ GL(2w + 1, C).

.0   .      0    A"1

The corresponding representation of Z/p will be denoted by

er„ : Z/p «-» GL(«, C).

For n — a(p - 1) the representation an agrees (up to permutation of factors)

with the representation ap used in [8]. If we denote by S(a„) | L(on) the
p-fold cover corresponding to o„ of the unit sphere in C" over the generalized

lens space then we obtain elements

[S(on)ïL(on)]£Çlfn_x(BZIp).

As n ranges over N these provide a minimal set of generators of £2f°(2?Z/p) as
£2f°-module. The relation between these generators and the other sets of stan-

dard generators for Q^°(BZ/p) (such as those used in [8]) is well understood
in terms of formal group laws.

From [8, Proposition 11] and the Atiyah-Bott fixed point formula [2], [7] (see
[8] the discussion following Proposition 12) one has the formula

Ab(p)

IA(S(ap e ob)) I L(o(ap ® ob)) =

where for even b, b = 2m,

Pa

0

for b even with I <b < p - I,

for b odd,

A2m(p)= ¿2 n
C6Z/p ;=1

(Cf + i)(C-f + i)

(C'-i)(C-'-i)
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the sum extending over the pth roots of unity different from 1. The differences

with the formula in [8] arise from the different choices of generators in [8] and

the present note. The numbers A2,n+\(p) are set equal to zero.
For m = 1 this reduces to

A(r,\-    V    (C+W + l)
**<w- ¿^ (c-i)(i-'-i)-

In the next section we will show how invariant theory may be used to convert
the evaluation of A2m(p) into a combinatorial problem (counting solutions of
linear equations in nonnegative integers). For m = 1 we solve the counting

problem in section 3 obtaining the formula

and a recursion then leads to the formula

_(p-l)(p-2)
Aa(p-l)+2 - J—a •

This determines IA on the generators S(on) [ L(o„), when n = a(p - 1) + 2.

3. Reduction to invariant theory

Identify Z/p with the multiplicative group of complex pth roots of unity.

We are concerned with the evaluation of the sum

a (»,- v n(Ç' + i)(Ç-' + i)
Í6Z/P 1=1 V* A* ;

Note that the sum extends over the complex roots of unity different from 1.
The following discussion applies to other examples of this type and Solomon
[10] provides a general framework for dealing with such computations.

The matrix T2m G GL(2w, C) defines a representation of Z/p on C2m and

hence also on

C[xx,... ,xm,yx,... ,ym\® E[dxx,... , dxm ,dyx,... , dym],

which we may think of as the algebra of differential forms on C2m. (As a
general reference on invariant theory we refer to [9].) We bigrade this algebra
by assigning the polynomial generators (i.e., the xs and the ys) the bidegree
(1,0) and their exterior derivatives (i.e., the dxs and the dys) the bidegree
(0, 1). The subalgebra of Z/p-invariant differential forms

(C[xi, ... , xm, y 1,..., ym] ® E[dxx,..., dxm ,dyx, ... , dym])z/p

may be assigned as Poincaré series the double series P(t, s) defined by

00

£ dimc((C[xi, ... , xm , yi, ..., Vm] ® E[dxx,..., dxm ,dyx, ... , dym])f/p)t'sJ

ij=0

(see [9, §9.2]). The starting point for analyzing this series is the theorem of
Molien-Solomon ([9, Theorem 9.2.2]) that computes this series in terms of
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character theory. Namely

p(t,s)=l- T f   + * "'

1   í v  A(l-rC'»(l + C-'5)l

Note that the sum runs over all the elements of Z/p, not just those different

from 1. Introduce the series

a    , \r*   L       \-  t^ (1+ £':?)(l + Ç-'s)
A2m(p)(t,s)= E n(i-C/0(i-c-/0-

Í6Z/P ;=1  v *    A *       ;

Note that with these notations

/ 1   ,     \ 2m

¿2,„(p)(^)=P-^i)-(j^J       •

We apply a standard combinatorial paradigm to evaluate A2,n(p) ■ Namely, we

evaluate the Poincaré series of

(C[x\, ... , x,„ , yi,... , y,„] ® E[dxx, ... , dx,„ ,dy{,..., dy,„])z/p

in another way, equate that with the formula of Molien-Solomon, solve for
A2m(p)(t, s) and evaluate the resulting expression at (t, s) = (1, 1).

The essential insight into our problem is that this is possible. The reason is
because the action of Z/p on

C[x,,... ,x,„,yi, ... , ym] ® E[dxx, ... , dxm ,dyx, ..., dym]

sends monomials to monomials, and a monomial

xe\       xe,„vd\       v</'"<ir£|      dxE'"dvs'"      dômA,   ...Amj/|   ...ymux\   ...uxmuyx   •••«;„

is invariant if and only if

(*)      (t?i -d\) + --- + (em-d,„) + (ei -<?,) + ••• + (e,„-om) = 0   modp

where t?i, ... , t?„,, ¿i, ... , dm are nonnegative integers and ex, ... , e,„ , Si,

..., S,„ are 0 or 1. The bidegree of the preceding monomial is

(t?i + ■ • • + em + ei + ■ • ■ + em, di + • ■ ■ + d,„ + Si + ■ ■ ■ + ôm),

so if we denote by a(i, j) the number of solutions to (*) of bidegree (i, j)
we have formally

P(t,s) = y£,a(i,j)tlsJ

• ■j

This should be compared to the discussion [7, §10] of the index (or signature)
of the complex p-dric Q:,;(p). Hirzebruch and Zagier apply number theoretic
considerations to obtain a combinatorial formula for Index(Q2„(p)).   These
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formulae2 may be recovered from [5, Proposition 4.3] and the above consider-
ations.

A further aid in the computation results from the theorem of Eagon-Hochster
(see3 [9, Theorem 7.7]) which assures us that the ring of invariants is Cohen-
Macaulay. Since xp, ... , xf„ , yp,... ,ypm is visibly a system of parameters
for the algebra of invariants we may write

(CLr,,... , xm ,yx,..., y,„] ® E[dxi,..., dxm ,dyx,..., dym]f/p

as a free finitely generated module over C[xp , ... , xf„, yp,..., yf„] the subal-
gebra on the finite number of generators

xC[      xe'"vdl      vd,"dxs'      dxE'"dv0'"     dSl"

where, since the monomial is invariant, the exponents satisfy (*) and

(*») 0 < ti-, dj <p - 1,

Therefore we may conclude

P(t,s) =
Q(t,s)

m.

(1 -tP)2m

where Q(t,s) is the polynomial defined by

m   2m(p-\)

j=0     (-0

and b(i,j) is the number of solutions to (*) and (**) of bidegree (i,j)
Already this formal analysis yields the (for me remarkable) fact

A2m(p)(t,s)= £ II(i-C/f)(i-C-/f)
C€Z/p/=l

= p
Q(t,s) (1+*)

2m

(l-tP)2m\        (l-t)2m

and hence that

A2m(p) =
p-Q(t,s)-(l+s)2m(l + t + --- + tp-x)■l\2m

(1 -tP)2>"

and since 5 does not appear in the denominator

5=1
f-1

2If the formula in [5, 4.3] is rewritten

Index(Q,„(?)) = 1 + ¿m
a connection with the invariant theory of the group of 2pih roots of unity becomes apparent.

3In [9, Theorem 7.7] the result is stated for polynomial invariants. The extension to the invari-

ants in the algebra of differential forms is straightforward. In fact the proof of [9, Theorem 7.7]

works with no essential changes.
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p-(2(M)-(2)2'"(l+? + --- + ^-')2
^2m(P) =  -71-^T57¿-

(l-tP)2m
1=1

(I wish I had known this in 1973.)

4. Evaluation of Aa{p-X)+2 modp

For a positive integer n and an odd prime p write n = a(p - I) + b where
0 < b < p - 1. The representation on is equivalent to ap ®ab . Observe for
any pth root of unity C # 1 that

{C,i2,...,Cp-1} = {A,A2,...,A'-1}

where X = exp(2m/p) and hence

(1 + fr)(l + Ç2j) ••■(! + Ç'-'j)     (1 + As)(l + X2s) ■■■(! +^~'j)
(i - f/)(i - C20---(i - f-'O    (i-xt)(i-x2t)---(i-xp-xt)

1 -Í + 52-+ Jp_1
=

1 + t + t2 + ■ ■ ■ + tP~x

From this equality we obtain a recursion formula for the Poincaré series of
the rings of invariants (F[F] ® E[V])z/p as a function of n . For this purpose
it is convenient to introduce a definition.

Definition. Let p: G *-♦ GL(n, F) be a representation of a finite group G. The

reduced Poincaré series of the ring of invariants (F[F] <g> E[V])G is the double
senes

P((¥[V] ® £[F])G, í, 5) = P((F[F] ® £[F])G, t, s) -
\G\

1+5

1 -t

5=1
(=1.

In this notation we have

A2m(p) = P • £(F[2i...z„]® E[dzi,..., dznflp,t,s)

By the theorem of Molien-Solomon [9, §9.2] we have the formula

Proposition 4.1. Let n be a positive integer and p an odd prime, and write
n = a(p-l) + b with 0<b<p-l. Then

P((F[zi, ... , 2„] ® E[dzx,..., dzn]flp ,t,s)

l-s + s2-+ sp-x

I +1 +12 + ■ ■ ■ + tp~x
P((F [zx, ... , zb] ® E[dzx,..., dzb]flP ,t,s).
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Proof. By the theorem of Molien-Solomon (loc. cit.) we have

P((¥[z,, ... , zn] ® E[dzi,..., dzn])z'p,t,s)

5017

*   \-irci ir, ;—i    \ '     /l^i€Z/p/=l

r>-i
jifttSi) f\(i±££\
t\\i-C'tj   f=l\i-t;'t)

MÍ6Z/P

1 - s + s2-\-sp

1 +/ + r2 + ----i-^-1
lA'6Z/p/=l

1 - 5 + S2-+SP
-1

as claimed.   G

Since

1 +t + t2 + --- + tP~x
P((¥[zi ,...,zb]® E[dzi,..., dzb]f'p ,t,s)

An(p)=p-P((W[V]®E[V]f,l,l)

we obtain an algebraic proof of [8, Proposition 11].

Corollary 4.2. Let n be a positive integer and p an odd prime, and write n —

a(p -l) + b with 0 < b < p - 1. Then

An(p) = ~Ab(P}-

D f    XXI     UProof. We have

An(p) = P • ?((¥[zi, ... , z„]®E[dzi,..., dzn])zlP,t,s)\s=i,
i=\

= ¿p • ?((¥ [z,, ... , zb] ® E[dzi,..., dzb\flp ,t,s)\s=i
p t=i

as required.   D

Thus to compute A„(p) it is sufficient to compute Ab(p) for b = 0, I, ...,
p - 1. We turn to the evaluation of A2(p). The representation a2 of Z/p is

given by the matrix

Ö ¿)eGL(2,C).

From the theorem of Molien-Solomon [9, Theorem 9.2.1] the Poincaré series
of

(C[x,y]®E[dx,dy]flp

is given by the double series

'«•*>-; \ZM
(l + Çs)(l + Ç-xs)

•

p i ^ (i-C0(i-C-l0

The elements xp , yp are a homogeneous system of parameters so

(C[x,y)®E[dx,dy])z'p
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is a free finitely generated module over C[xp, yp] with basis the classes

xeyddxe dys

satisfying

e-d + e-3 = 0   modp,        0<e,d<p-l,    e,S = 0,l.

Note that
p >e + e>e - d + e — Ô > -d - e > -p

so there are two extreme cases given by

e = p-l,e = Q,    d = 0 = ô,

e = 0 = 8,    d=p-l,ô = l

corresponding to the invariants xp~xdx, yp~x dy . In all other cases the basis

elements satisfy

e-d + e-S = 0,       0<e,d<p-l,    e,S = 0,l.

To list all the generators we divide into three cases:

Case: e = S . Then e = d and we obtain as invariants

l,xy,(xy)2,...,(xy)P-x:e = 0 = S,

dxdy, xydxdy,... , (xy)p~ ' dx dy : e = 1 = ô.

Case: e = 1, ô = 0. In this case we have e-d+1 = 0 or equivalently e = d-1

which gives as invariants

y dx, xy2 dx, ;c2y3 dx, ... ,xp~2yp~x dx.

Case, e = 0, ô = 1. This case is fully symmetric to the preceding one giving
as invariants the elements

xdy, x2ydy, x3y2dy, ... , x"~xyp~2dy.

So a complete list of the basis elements for (C[x, y] ® E[dx, dy\)zlp as a
C[xp, yp] module is

l,xy, (xy)2, ... , (xy)p~x,

dxdy, xydxdy, (xy)2 dx dy, ... , (xy)p~x dxdy,

xdy, x2ydy, ... , xp~xyp~2dy,

ydx,xy2dx,...,xp-2yp-xdx,

xp~xdx,yp-xdx.

Hence the Poincaré series of (C[x, y] ® E[dx, dy])z/p is given by

D,t    ,     (l+s2)(l + t2 + --- + t2(P-V + 2s(t + t3 + --- + t2p-3) + 2tP-xs

P{t>s)=-jv=w-
and so equating with the formula given by the theorem of Molien-Solomon we

obtain

/ v (l + M(l + C-'i)l

{4(i-M(i-:-'«)|
_ (1 + 52)(1 + t2 + • • • + t2{P~X) + 2s(t + Û + --- + t2P-3) + 2tP~xs

(1-tP)2
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and hence

A(0)=V c + oc + r') = v o + wo + c-1*)

,Vl i/i

= p-P(í,í)

5=1
(=1

Í-I
l=\

Í      |"(1 + S2)(l + ?2 + • ■ ■ + f2'"-" + 2s(g + t3 + • • ■ + t2^-3) + 2fP-*5l (l+S)2]

{"[ d-tn2 J   (i-o2j s=\
1=\

(put 5= 1)

Í   [2(1 + t2 + ■ ■ ■ + ¿2<"-" + 2{t + r3 + ■ ■ ■ + ;2"-3) + 2t"-'] _      4     II

"lp[ a-")2 J (i-o2/|i=

= <pH2(H-í + r2 + --- + í2(f,-1) + 2í"-

{'

(l-O2(i-tp)2

2(1 + f + r2 H-+ /^~" +2(?P + --- + t2P-3) + 2^-'

(I-")2

(add and subtract 2r2''_1)

'2(H-í + --- + r(',-") + 2(/P + --- + í2P-1)-2/2''-1 +2tP~l
'{■

= \PM
(i-'")2

2(1 + t + ■ ■ ■ + fC-')) + 2f(l + • • • + r""1) + 2f-l(tp - 1)

(l-O2/

■W
(l-fp)2

2(1 + t")(\ +< + -.. + <"-" - 2<P-'(f" - 1)

d-i")2 (l-O2/

(i-O2

(we may factorize (tp - 1) = (t - l)(tp~x H-\-t+ I) so we have a cyclotomic

polynomial as common factor in numerator and denominator on the left)

it-I)

0 (l-O
■Lf   \2(l + tP)-2tP~x

-\P[       (1-/0(1-

f   [2 + 2^-2^ + 21*-' _4_II

■\pl    (í-íP)d-o    J    (i-02/l,=,
I?   [     *'"' +1     1 4     11

-Yp[(i-tp)(i-t)\   (i-r)2/L
2p(tp~x + l)-4(l + r + í2 + --- + í'-!)

(l-tP)(l-t) t=i

Factor 2 out of the numerator and a cyclotomic out of the denominator, and

evaluate the cyclotomic at t = 1 to obtain

2

P

p(tP~x + I) - 2(1 + t+ ■■■ +t"-x)

(l-O2
f=i

The numerator has (r-1)2 as a factor (the evaluation must be finite) so we may

apply l'Hôpital's rule twice to perform the evaluation. We find for the second
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derivative of the numerator:

^(p(í'-1 + l)-2(l + , + ..- + ,'-1)|,= 1

= \P(P - 1)0» - 2)tp-3 - 2(2 • 1 + 3 • 2 • t + ■ ■ ■ + (p - l)(p - 2))í'-3]|,=1
= P (P - 1 ) (P - 2 ) - 2 ( 2 - 1 + 3 • 2 + • • • + (p - 1 ) (p - 2 ).

To simplify this expression note

ju+l) = u + w)u-iy.-2i=2(j + i
J{J+   ' 0"-l)!-2! V   2

By standard recursion formulae for binomial coefficients and l'Hôpital's rule
applied twice we obtain

A2(P) = \

p(tp~x +I)-2(1+ t + --- + tp~x)

p(p-l)(p-2)-
21

p2
(p-l)(p-2)

(l-O2

2p(p-l)(p-2)
;=1

3

Hence combining the preceding computation and 4.2 we obtain:4

Proposition 4.3. Let n be a positive integer and p an odd prime, with n = 2
(mod p - 1). Write n = a(p-l) + 2. Then
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